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ABSTRACT

We report on interferometric observations with the CHARA Array of two classical
Wolf-Rayet stars in suspected binary systems, namely WR 137 and WR 138. In both
cases, we resolve the component stars to be separated by a few milliarcseconds. The
data were collected in the H-band, and provide a measure of the fractional flux for
both stars in each system. We find that the WR star is the dominant H-band light
source in both systems ( fWR,137 = 0.59±0.04; fWR,138 = 0.67± 0.01), which is confirmed
through both comparisons with estimated fundamental parameters for WR stars and
O dwarfs, as well as through spectral modeling of each system. Our spectral modeling
also provides fundamental parameters for the stars and winds in these systems. The
results on WR 138 provide evidence that it is a binary system which may have gone
through a previous mass-transfer episode to create the WR star. The separation and
position of the stars in the WR 137 system together with previous results from the
IOTA interferometer provides evidence that the binary is seen nearly edge-on. The
possible edge-on orbit of WR 137 aligns well with the dust production site imaged
by the Hubble Space Telescope during a previous periastron passage, showing that the
dust production may be concentrated in the orbital plane.

Key words: stars: early-type – binaries: visual – stars: individual (WR 137, WR
138) – stars: winds, outflows – stars: mass loss – stars: Wolf-Rayet

1 INTRODUCTION

Every star is described with a set of fundamental parameters
including its radius, R, mass, M, luminosity, L, and effective
temperature, Teff . For most stars, we must estimate these
from accurate photometry, a measure of the distance, and a
reliable spectrum. This can be calibrated using techniques
involving binary stars where we either utilise an eclipsing

⋆ E-mail:noel.richardson@utoledo.edu

system to understand fundamental parameters or where a
visually resolved orbit can allow us to infer the stellar masses
of the binary. Recent progress has been made in the area of
fundamental parameters through interferometric techniques
(e.g., Boyajian et al. 2012) where long-baseline interferome-
try can resolve single stars, yielding direct measures of an-
gular diameters. When coupled with an SED and distance,
measurements of stellar radii and temperatures are possible
to accuracies of a few percent allowing accurate predictions
for other stars (Boyajian et al. 2014).
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Empirical relations for massive stars are more compli-
cated to determine due to their scarcity and large distances.
Even with a large binary fraction (e.g., Aldoretta et al. 2015,
Sana et al. 2014), the calibration of stellar parameters has
relied on eclipsing binaries. Sana et al. (2012) show that most
massive stars with periods of P . 1000 d will either inter-
act in the future or have already interacted. Therefore, most
stars that are used to calibrate the mass-radius-luminosity
relationships for massive stars (Martins et al. 2005) are not
representative of single-star evolution. If we wish to under-
stand the evolution of massive stars without binary effects,
we need to measure directly masses for evolved stars in long-
period, widely-separated binaries. In order to measure the
masses of these stars, as well as place lower limits on the
mass loss of the more-evolved component, we must visually
resolve the orbits of nearby systems where we can also obtain
a double-lined spectroscopic orbit.

The Wolf-Rayet (WR) stars represent a class of ob-
jects with great potential to determine the empirical lower
limits to the mass lost by massive stars, which Smith &
Owocki (2006) speculate could be up to 65% of the mass
of a 60 M⊙ star prior to the supernova explosion. Thus far,
only two WR systems have been examined with interfer-
ometry. They are γ2 Velorum (Hanbury Brown et al. 1970,
Millour et al. 2007, North et al. 2007) and WR 140 (Monnier
et al. 2004, 2011). Both systems have well-defined double-
lined spectroscopic orbits (Schmutz et al. 1997, Fahed et
al. 2011) and consist of a carbon-rich WC star orbiting an
O star. For γ2 Vel, the spectral types of the component stars
are WC8+O7.5III (Schmutz et al. 1997), while for WR 140,
they are WC7pd+O5.5fc (Fahed et al. 2011).

The first results on γ2 Vel (WR 11, HD 68273) were
presented by Hanbury Brown et al. (1970), who found that
the Narrabri Intensity Interferometer could be used not only
to resolve single hot stars as it was designed for, but also to
resolve binary orbits and determine the angular sizes of the
emission-line forming regions for some hot stars. As such,
they derived a separation of the binary (P =78.5 d) of 4.3±0.5
mas, corresponding to a distance of 350± 50 pc when com-
pared to the double-lined spectroscopic orbit. Further, Han-
bury Brown et al. found that the emission line region was
0.24a in relation to the semi-major axis, a. γ2 Vel was then
studied with VLTI/AMBER in the near-infrared by Millour
et al. (2007). These results proved that the expected visual
orbit was fairly well-constrained at the time of the obser-
vation, and that the predicted WR and O star fluxes were
compatible with the previous modeling of the system (de
Marco et al. 1999, 2000). Further, they found that roughly
5% of the flux in the K−band was from the free-free emission
in the wind-wind collision region. Finally, North et al. (2007)
observed γ2 Vel across its entire orbit with the Sydney Uni-
versity Stellar Interferometer (SUSI) to obtain a visual orbit
and measure the distance to an unprecedented precision of
336+8

−7 pc. The resulting masses were MWR = 9.0± 0.6M⊙ and
MO = 28.5 ± 1.1M⊙, and represent the best-measured mass
for any WR star.

WR 140 (HD 193793) is a prototype for colliding wind
systems with a highly elliptical (e = 0.896), long period
(P = 7.93 years) orbit. The system was resolved with the
IOTA3 Imaging Interferometer by Monnier et al. (2004),
and then Monnier et al. (2011) combined the IOTA3 mea-
surements and new CHARA measurements with the radial

velocity orbit based on an intensive spectroscopic campaign
by Fahed et al. (2011) to measure the visual orbit precisely
and then derive the masses of the component stars to be
MWR = 14.9± 0.5M⊙ and MO = 35.9± 1.3M⊙, with the system
at a distance of 1.67± 0.03 kpc.

Two long-period WR stars are obvious candidates for
follow-up long-baseline interferometry: WR 137 and WR
138. WR 137 (HD 192764) consists of a WC7pd + O9 bi-
nary with a period of 13.05 years and a small eccentricity
of e = 0.18 (Lefèvre et al. 2005). It has a known RV orbit
(at least for the WR component; the O star’s orbit is very
noisy) with a sini = 15 AU, which combined with a distance
of 1.82 kpc (Nugis & Lamers 2000), yields a value of ∼8 mas,
well within the reach of modern interferometers. In fact, a
preliminary interferometric result presented by Rajagopal
(2010) indicates that the binary was resolved by the IOTA
interferometer in the H−band, with a flux ratio measured
relative between the two stars of f2/ f1=0.81 and a separa-
tion of 9.8 mas in 2005, although the flux ratio is ambiguous
as to which component star is represented by which. This
makes this system appealing to observe with follow-up ob-
servations so that a third WR+O system can be resolved.
Further, the system is a known dust producer (Williams et
al. 1985, Marchenko et al. 1999, Williams et al. 2001), so
multi-wavelength interferometric observations could reveal
the location of dust formation in these particular colliding
wind systems that form dust spirals (e.g., Tuthill et al. 2008).

WR 138 (HD 193077) is a potential long-period binary
consisting of a WN5o (Smith et al. 1996) and an O9 star
(Annuk 1990), although the classification of the secondary
has not been well constrained. Annuk (1990) presented the
orbital elements for the Wolf-Rayet and O components. The
putative orbit has a period of P = 4.21 years (1538 d) and
e = 0.3. The period was confirmed to be 1521±35 d with addi-
tional data presented by Palate et al. (2013), although their
newer data were too sparse to better fit the orbital elements.
Further, Palate et al. (2013) found that the X-ray emission
was fully consistent with a colliding winds binary. The Wolf-
Rayet radial velocity curve is much better defined than that
of the O star, which shows an apparent, low-amplitude, vari-
ation in anti-phase to the WR star. With a measurement of
a sini = 4.3 AU, we expect a separation of ∼2.2 mas when
combined with an estimated distance of 1.9 kpc (from the
mean of that for WR 133 and WR 139 in the same associ-
ation1). However, the O-component absorption lines of WR
138 are very broad and shallow, leading Massey (1980) to
claim that WR 138 was a single, newly formed WR star with
intrinsic broad absorption lines. Interferometry can resolve
the issue by either resolving two stars or showing an unre-
solved star. With very broad absorption lines, the secondary
would more likely be a main sequence star.

In this paper, we present interferometric observations
of WR 137 and WR 138 with the CHARA Array that show
that both of these systems are resolved with long-baseline
near-infrared interferometry. Section 2 outlines our interfer-
ometric observations. In Section 3, we show the binary fits
for the observations. We discuss these systems in Section 4,

1 as listed in Rosslowe & Crowther (2015) at
http://pacrowther.staff.shef.ac.uk/WRcat/
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Figure 1. NIR spectra of WR 137 (black) and WR 138 (red)
from Shara et al. (2012) are shown, with an H-band filter re-
sponse function overplotted as a dashed line. For WR 137, the
strong emission line of C iv λ1.736µm can drastically alter the in-
strumental response of the CHARA Array, and were accounted
for through comparison of the Fourier spectrum of the fringe en-
velopes of the calibrator and target stars. In contrast, the weaker
lines in the spectrum of WR 138 account for very little difference
in the instrumental response.

and present goals of future studies and conclude this paper
in Section 5.

2 LONG BASELINE INTERFEROMETRY

WITH THE CHARA ARRAY

We collected long baseline near-infrared interferometry of
WR 137 and WR 138 using the CHARA Array (ten Brum-
melaar et al. 2005) and CLIMB beam combiner (ten Brum-
melaar et al. 2013) in the H−band during the nights of 2013
August 13–14. The CHARA Array is a �-shaped interfer-
ometric array of six 1-m telescopes with baselines ranging
from 34 to 331 meters in length. Our observations used
longer baselines consisting of the S1, E2, and W1 telescopes
which yield maximum baselines between 251 and 278 meters.
The observations are summarized in Table 1.

To measure the instrument response and calibrate our
data, we observed calibrator stars with small angular di-
ameters both before and after each observation of a target
star. Namely, we observed the calibrator stars listed in Ta-
ble 2. In order to calibrate correctly our data, we fit these
stars’ spectral energy distributions with Kurucz model at-
mospheres corresponding to the spectral types previously
published. The resulting angular diameters, and published
spectral types are also given in Table 2, in good agreement
with Lafrasse et al. (2010), and are all unresolved by the
CHARA Array in the H-band, where the resolution limit
for a single star is ≈ 0.5 mas.

The data were reduced using the standard CHARA re-
duction pipeline (ten Brummelaar et al. 2005, 2013). The
visibilities and closure phases were averaged over each ob-
serving block. The calibrated OIFITS data files (Pauls et

al. 2005) will be available through the JMMC archive2. Wolf-
Rayet stars have strong emission lines throughout the optical
and NIR spectrum (Fig. 1). These emission lines reduce the
effective bandpass over which the fringe amplitude is mea-
sured causing the true visibility to be smaller than if a fixed
bandpass was assumed. We measured the effective bandpass
through comparisons of the width of the power spectra of
both calibrator stars and the targets, giving a reasonable ap-
proximation to the instrumental response. This effect caused
the visibilities of WR 137 to change by −15%. The data col-
lected on WR 138 were relatively unaffected by this, and any
changes could be accounted for in the measurement errors.

Importantly, the observations are well-sampled on the
(u, v) plane (Fig. 2), meaning that any fits to the data should
provide meaningful measurements of the separation, position
angle, and flux ratio for the two stars. We also note that fur-
ther measurements of these systems were not possible during
the observing window as a target-of-opportunity (Nova Del
2013) became a priority (Schaefer et al. 2014). However, the
observations obtained allow for measurements of the binary
nature of these stars.

3 RESOLVING THE LONG-PERIOD

BINARIES WR 137 AND WR 138

Interferometers measure the fringe contrast or visibility of
a source. The complex visibility of a binary system varies
periodically (e.g., Boden et al. 2000):

V =
V1 + f V2 exp [−2πi(u∆α + v∆δ)]

(1+ f )

where ∆α and ∆δ represent the binary separation in right
ascension and declination, u and v represent the spatial fre-
quencies of the Array projected on the sky, f represents the
flux ratio of the binary, and V1 and V2 are the uniform disk
visibilities of the primary and secondary components. In our
case, we assume the stars are unresolved (V1 = V2 = 1.0), as
a main sequence O star or the emitting region for tau =
1 optical depth would be smaller than 0.5 mas at the es-
timated distance of these systems. The real and imaginary
parts of the complex visibilities are used to compute the
squared visibility amplitude and closure phase to compare
with the observations.

We began our analysis using an adaptive grid search
procedure where we searched for binary solutions through
a large grid of separations in right ascension and decli-
nation. At each step in the grid, we optimized the posi-
tion (∆RA,∆DEC) and flux ratio of the binary using the
Levenberg-Marquardt least squares minimization routine
mpfit3 (Markwardt 2009), and computed the χ2 statistic for
each solution. We performed the adaptive grid search over a
range of ±16 mas in ∆RA and ∆DEC using 0.1 mas steps and
kept the solution with the lowest χ2 as the global best-fit bi-
nary model. If the components in the binary are separated
by more than the coherence length (∼ 8 mas for CLIMB
measurements on 250−278 m baselines in the H-band), then
they will begin to show two separated fringe packets in the
interferometric scans (e.g., Farrington et al. 2010, 2014). We

2 http://www.jmmc.fr/oidb.htm
3 http://cow.physics.wisc.edu/∼ craigm/idl/idl.html

MNRAS 000, 1–11 (2016)
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Table 1. CHARA Interferometric Observing Log

UT Date Baselines Baseline Length(s) [m] N137 N138 Calibrator HD number(s)

2013 Aug 14 S1/E2/W1 278, 251, 278 2 2 191703, 192804
2013 Aug 15 S1/E2/W1 278, 251, 278 3 0 191703, 192804, 192536
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Figure 2. The on-sky (u, v) coverage for WR 137 (left) and WR 138 (right). While fewer observations were made on WR 138, the (u, v)
plane is still well-covered.

Table 2. Calibrator Stars

HD number Spectral Type Reference Angular Diameter [mas] Nights used

191703 F0V Honeycutt & McCuskey (1966) 0.21± 0.01 13, 14 Aug 2013
192804 F8V Ljunggren & Oja (1961) 0.23± 0.01 13, 14 Aug 2013
192536 A7III Barbier (1963) 0.17± 0.01 14 Aug 2013

selected a maximum search range of 16 mas, corresponding
to twice the coherence length, to represent the separation at
which the two fringe packets are completely separated and
no longer overlap. Beyond this range, binary components of
similar brightnesses would be detected through a visual in-
spection of the fringes. In order to search out to these wider
separations, we added bandwidth smearing to the binary
model assuming a rectangular bandpass profile (Kraus et al.
2005).

This method utilized both measurements of visibility
and closure phase, which helps to remove the 180◦ ambiguity
in the position angle. The results of these fits are summa-
rized in Table 3, along with the phasing of the binary systems
from Annuk (1990; WR 138) and Lefèvre et al. (2005; WR
137), and the fits are shown in the plots of the data in Figs.
3 and 4. In general, the model works well for both systems,
clearly showing a binary in both cases. Note that in the case
of a single star, the visibility function follows a simple Bessel
function (e.g., Boyajian et al. 2012), and would also follow a
monotonic decrease in the case of a single star with a large
wind (e.g., P Cygni; Richardson et al. 2013). As the obser-
vations appear as a scatter plot in the upper left panels of
Figs. 3 and 4, a resolved binary is the simplest explanation
for the systems.

We examined the resulting χ2 maps from the grid-
searching routine, which show an ambiguity in the position
of the secondary star reflected across the origin. However,
in these mirrored solutions the flux ratio of the binary is
also flipped, so in essence, the solutions are identical. The
solution with the minimum χ2 in the maps is reported in

Table 3. There are other possible solutions, however, none
fall within ∆χ2 = 3.53 (the 1 σ confidence interval for three
fit parameters). These alternative solutions could be further
ruled out by acquiring additional observations in the future
and fitting the orbital motion directly to the visibilities and
closure phases across multiple epochs.

A visibility near unity would be indicative of a com-
pletely unresolved source. If we are partially resolving the
Wolf-Rayet wind or the O star in these systems, the peak in
the visibility curves would be lower than 1. For WR 137 and
WR 138, the measured visibilities that are closest to unity
are all within the errors from the binary model that assumes
the component stars are unresolved. Moreover, the number
of data points is not dense enough to include the angular
diameters of the component stars as free parameters in the
fit.

4 FLUX RATIOS DERIVED FROM SPECTRAL

MODELING

According to our interferometric measurements for bothWR
137 and WR 138, one component slightly dominates over
the other in the H-band. While calibrations of H-band mag-
nitudes with spectral types (Martins et al. 2005, Rosslowe
& Crowther 2015) imply that the WR component domi-
nates in the H-band in both systems, the typical magnitude
scatter portrayed by WR stars hinders us to conclude this
with certainty. To ensure that the relative flux contributions
are correctly assigned to the correct components of WR 137

MNRAS 000, 1–11 (2016)
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Table 3. Binary Fits

Star Separation (mas) PA (◦) Date Phase fWR fO Reference

WR 137 9.8±0.6 295±1.3 2005 July 0.70 0.56±0.2 0.44±0.2 Rajagopal (2010)
WR 137 4.03±0.02 131.6±0.3 2013 August 0.33 0.59±0.04 0.41±0.04 this work

WR 138 12.37±0.04 305.3±0.2 2013 August 0.31 0.67±0.01 0.33±0.01 this work
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Figure 3. CHARA observations of WR 137. The upper left plot shows the squared visibilities compared with the baseline, where the
solid points represent the measurements and the open circles connected by dotted lines represent the best model (Table 3) for the
binary fit. The upper right compares the model and the measurements, with a 1:1 relation overplotted. The lower left panel shows our
four measurements of closure phase (solid points) compared with the longest baseline from the three telescope configuration, with the
model points connected in the same manner as the upper left panel. The lower right panel shows the comparison of the model and the
measurements.

and WR 138, we performed a spectral analysis of both sys-
tems using the Potsdam Wolf-Rayet (PoWR4; Hamann &
Gräefner 2004) non-LTE model atmosphere code, suitable
for any hot stars with winds. Comparing synthetic spectra
with observations further provides us with the fundamental
parameters of the components of each system.

A thorough description of the code is beyond the scope
of this paper; we only repeat fundamental assumptions here.
The prespecified velocity field v(r) takes the form of the β-law
(Castor et al. 1975) with β = 1 and the terminal velocity v∞

4 PoWR models of Wolf-Rayet stars can be downloaded at
http://www.astro.physik.uni-potsdam.de/PoWR.html

as a free parameter. Clumping is treated via the microclump-
ing approach (Hillier 1984). The clumping factor D is treated
as a free parameter for WR models, and is fixed to D = 10
in the winds of O-star models (e.g., Feldmeier et al. 1997).
The depth-dependent microturbulence parameter ξ(r) grows
linearly with v(r) from the photospheric value ξph to 0.1v∞ in
the wind, where ξph = 20km s−1 for O models and ξph = 50km
s−1 for WR models (e.g., Shenar et al. 2015). Macroturbu-
lence is accounted for by convolving the synthetic spectra
with appropriate radial-tangential profiles with vmac = 30km
s−1 (e.g., Gray 1975, Bouret et al. 2012). A more detailed de-
scription of the assumptions and methods used in the code is
given by Gräefener et al. (2002), Hamann & Gräfener (2004),
and Sander et al. (2015).

MNRAS 000, 1–11 (2016)
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Figure 4. CHARA observations of WR 138, with the same format as Fig. 3.

To analyze the systems, we use a multitude of spec-
tra ranging from the UV to the IR. For both objects, all
high-resolution, flux calibrated spectra taken with the In-
ternational Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) in the spectral range
1200− 2000 Åwere retrieved from the MAST archive. Since
the changes with orbital phase in both systems are extremely
small, we co-added these spectra to obtain a higher signal-
to-noise (S/N ≈ 300) for each system. We also retrieved IUE
spectra covering the range 1900−3100 Å for both systems for
a larger coverage of the spectral energy distribution (SED),
available in the MAST archive. For WR 137, we utilized a
high resolution, echelle spectrum from the Keck II telescope
and the ESI spectrograph. These data were taken near in
time to our interferometry, and covered ∼ 4000̊A–1µm, with
a typical S/N across the spectrum of 500 or better. For WR
138, we use complementary, low resolution (∆λ ≈ 2 Å) op-
tical spectra to cover the spectral ranges 3800− 4450 Åand
6770− 7400 Å, taken between 1991 June 24 – July 1 with
the 2.2m-telescope in Calar Alto, Spain (for further details,
see Hamann et al. 1995) and low-resolution optical spectra
obtained at the Observatoire du Mont Mégantic (Québec)
near in time to the interferometric observations, spanning
∼ 4500− 6700̊A. We also used the NIR spectra obtained for
spectral typing of infrared WR stars by Shara et al. (2012).
All spectra were rectified by fitting a low-order polynomial
to the apparent continuum.

For both systems, we take UBV magnitudes from Neckel

et al. (1980), R and I magnitude from Monet et al. (2003),
and JHK magnitudes from Kharchenko (2001). The syn-
thetic spectra are convolved with Gaussians of appropriate
widths to mimic the spectral resolution. For WR 137, we
also recovered MSX photometry from Egan et al. (2003) and
WISE photometry from Cutri et al. (2012). Fortuitously,
these missions observed WR137 close to the 1997 dust-
formation maximum and that expected in 2010 (Williams
et al. 2001) respectively. The fluxes are marked A, C, D and
E (MSX) and W1 and W2 (WISE) in Fig. 6, where they lie
well above the stellar model SED and were not used in the
fitting

We represent each binary system as a composite of two
models corresponding to their component spectra. As a first
step, we calibrate the fundamental parameters of the compo-
nents against their spectral types. These include the effective
temperatures T∗ and transformed radii Rt (which are related
to the mass-loss rates Ṁ, see Schmutz et al. 1989) for the
WR stars, and T∗, Ṁ and gravities g∗ for the O components.
We note that T∗ and g∗ refer to the inner boundary of our
models, where the mean Rosseland optical depth τRoss = 20.
For the O companions, the values of these parameters vir-
tually coincide with the photospheric values at τRoss = 2/3.

With the parameters fixed, the light ratio can be de-
rived by examining a multitude of features in the available
spectra, primarily in the UV and optical. An example is
shown in Fig. 5, where the best-fitting models for both sys-

MNRAS 000, 1–11 (2016)
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Figure 5. The synthetic composite spectrum (red dotted line) is
compared to observations (blue ragged lines) of WR137 and 138
in the vicinity of the He i λ4471 line. The relative offsets of the
WR (black solid line) and O (green dashed line) correspond to
the relative light contributions in this spectral range.

Table 4. Inferred stellar parameters for WR137 and 138

WR 137 WR 138

Component WR O WR O

distance d [pc] 1300 1380

Spectral type WC7pd O9V WN5o O9V

T∗ [kK] 60+5
−5 32+2

−2 56+5
−5 31+2

−2

logg∗ [cm s−2] - 4.0+0.3
−0.3 - 4.0+0.3

−0.3

log L [L⊙] 5.22+0.05
−0.05 4.75+0.05

−0.05 5.35+0.05
−0.05 4.82+0.05

−0.05

logRt [R⊙] 0.7+0.05
−0.05 - 0.9+0.05

−0.05 -

v∞ [km s−1] 1700+100
−100 1800+100

−100 1200+100
−100 2000+200

−200

R∗ [R⊙] 3.8+1
−1 7.7+1

−1 4.8+2
−2 8.9+2

−2

D 4 10 10 10

log Ṁ −4.65+0.2
−0.2 −7.1+1.0

−0.3 −5.15+0.2
−0.2 −7.7+0.5

−1.5

v sini [km s−1] - 220+20
−20 - 350+30

−30

MV [mag] −4.18+0.2
−0.2 −4.34+0.2

−0.2 −4.40+0.2
−0.2 −4.53+0.2

−0.2

MH [mag] −4.07+0.2
−0.2 −3.41+0.2

−0.2 −4.28+0.3
−0.3 −3.60+0.3

−0.3

EB−V [mag] 0.74+0.02
−0.02 0.67+0.02

−0.02

AV [mag] 2.29+0.06
−0.06 2.08+0.06

−0.06

tems are compared to optical observations in the vicinity
of the He i λ4471 line. This line maintains an almost identi-
cal equivalent width in the temperature domain 30− 35kK,
which is the relevant temperature domain for both O com-
panions concerned here. Its strength is therefore directly re-
lated to the dilution factor, i.e., the light ratio in the visual.
In contrast, the He i λ4388line, also shown in Fig. 5, is sensi-
tive to T∗ and g∗. The derived light ratios are consistent with
a multitude of features in the available spectra. We further
confirmed our results by comparing with equivalent width
calibrations for single O stars (e.g.,Conti & Alschuler 1971).

The stellar parameters are then further refined until no
significant improvement can be achieved. Wind parameters
are derived based on the strengths and shapes of emission
lines. For the O stars, v∞ could be constrained from the
C iv and Si iv resonance lines. Their mass-loss rates are very
roughly constrained based on the existence of P Cygni or

emission features clearly associated with the O components
or lack thereof. The projected rotational velocity v sini is
derived primarily from He i and He ii lines (see e.g. Fig. 5).
The components’ luminosities L and the reddening EB−V are
derived by comparing the composite synthetic spectrum to
the spectral energy distribution (SED) of each system. We
assume the reddening law given by Seaton (1979) with RV =

3.1. We adopt distances from Rosslowe & Crowther (2015),
which result in consistent luminosities for both parameters.

The SEDs and spectra along with the best-fitting mod-
els are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. The derived parameters are
listed in Table 4. Uncertainties are estimated based on the
sensitivity of the fit quality to changes in the correspond-
ing parameter. The Table also gives stellar radii R∗ (calcu-
lated via the Stefan-Boltzmann law), V− and H−band mag-
nitudes, and extinctions AV. Our results turn out to be very
consistent with what is expected for stars of the given spec-
tral types. The derived light ratios indeed imply that the
WR component is the dominant source in the H-band in
both systems. For WR 137, the WR component contributes
(59±4)% of the H-band flux as derived by the interferome-
try, and is seen to contribute a fractional flux of 0.59 in the
PoWR model. Similarly, for WR 138, we measured the WR
component to contribute (67±1)% of the H-band flux, with
the PoWR results show the fraction to be 0.66. These mea-
surements show the strong agreement in the two methods,
and strengthen the results of both investigations.

5 DISCUSSION

The interferometric measurements of WR 138 represent the
first time a WN star has been resolved in a spectroscopic
binary. We note that the fundamental parameters derived
through our spectroscopic modeling of the binary system
agree with the expectations for a late O dwarf (Martins et
al. 2005, Martins & Plez 2006) as the companion. The ab-
sorption lines in the system are very broad and shallow (see
Figs. 5 and 7), and have caused some controversy in the lit-
erature. The star was first called a binary based upon the
absorption lines of hydrogen and neutral helium in the blue
by Hiltner (1945). Massey (1980) studied a time-series of
moderate-resolution photographic spectra to find that the
semi-amplitude of any binary would likely be . 30 km s−1

for periods less than 6 months, for which his radial velocity
study is most sensitive.

Lamontagne et al. (1982) examined a longer time-series
of spectra of WR 138, including the measurements of Massey
(1980) and Bracher (1966). They found a long-period orbit,
with a period of ∼ 1700d, and attributed short-term variabil-
ity of the WR emission lines as arising from a short-period,
2.3 d, orbit with a neutron star. The short-period orbit was
not confirmed when Annuk (1990) later examined the sys-
tem and concluded that the system was a spectroscopic bi-
nary, with a period of ∼ 1500 d. The O star is fairly exotic
compared to most O dwarfs, as the measured value of v sini
is roughly 500 km s−1 (Hamann et al. 2006, Massey 1980,
Annuk 1990), while our spectral modeling indicates a lower
value of ∼ 350km s−1. This is incredibly high in comparison
to the population of O stars both in the Galaxy (Howarth
et al. 1997), or even in the massive, star-forming region of
30 Dor (Ramı́rez-Agudelo et al. 2013), where the measured

MNRAS 000, 1–11 (2016)



8 N. D. Richardson et al.

Figure 6. The best fitting synthetic SED (upper panel) and normalized spectrum (lower panels) compared to observations of WR137
(blue lines and squares). The composite model is the superposition of the WR (black solid line) and O (green dashed line) models. The
relative offsets of the model continua shown in the lower panels depict the relative light contribution in each spectral range. The few
arrows shown in the upper panel illustrate the IR excess variability in the system from Williams et al. (2001). Note that the CHARA
observations were collected in the H-band (logλ ≈ 4.2).
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Figure 7. As Fig. 6, but for WR138. Note that the CHARA observations were collected in the H-band (logλ ≈ 4.2)
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v sini would place the companion in the top 5 − 10% of the
population.

The period derived by Annuk (1990) and Palate et
al. (2013) is quite long (4.2 yr), and should be longer than
typical orbits associated with binary interactions (e.g., Sana
et al. 2012). However, the period limit for a zero-age main-
sequence O star to experience spin-up from a companion
from the results of Sana et al. (2012) is actually similar to
the orbital period of WR 138. Therefore, the extreme rapid
rotation of this companion may actually be the remnant of
a past interaction where the current WR star lost mass via
Roche lobe overflow which then deposited angular momen-
tum and mass onto the O star. If the semi-major axis is
conserved in this process, then if the original system were
30+ 20M⊙ stars that interacted to become 15+ 25M⊙ stars
through a combination of mass loss and accretion, the pe-
riod would have originally been shorter (< 1400d) and near
the adopted upper limits for an interacting binary as defined
by Sana et al. (2012).

These interferometric observations of WR 137 represent
the second reported binary measurements of this star. Ra-
jogopal (2010) found a binary flux ratio equal to our mea-
surements. However, the projected separations between our
measurements and those of Rajagopal (2010) differ by about
a factor of two, and they differ by ∼ 180◦, but were taken
at opposite quadratures. Two measurements of separation
and position angle from two different instruments are not
enough to warrant an attempt of a visual orbit. Further, we
note that we are unsure if Rajagopal (2010) accounted for
the contamination of emission lines in the interferometry,
which can alter the measured separation and position an-
gle. However, it seems that the eventual orbital solution will
favor a system with a nearly edge-on geometry.

A directly edge-on system will have masses that are per-
haps lower than expected in the WR 137 system, but there
are supporting reasons to trust the inclination to be closer to
edge-on. Marchenko et al. (1999) imaged the system in the
H- and K-bands with the HST and the NICMOS camera.
These images were taken during and after a periastron pas-
sage when dust is formed. These images revealed structures
in the K-band, but not in the H-band, that were thought
to have emerged from the wind-wind collision region. It is
interesting that the position angle of the structure imaged
by HST is ≈ 110◦. If the positions measured by the IOTA
and CHARA interferometers are indeed pointing towards an
edge-on orbit, then the dust formation may occur near the
orbital plane. Further observations can elucidate the details
of the orbit and the formation region of the dust. We also
note that the opening angle of the shock cone is ≈ 20◦ ac-
cording to the approximations given by Gayley (2009) and
our spectral modeling, so the small opening angle in the
HST/NICMOS imaging is consistent with this explanation.

Clearly, the next step in these systems is two-fold. We
need to resolve the orbits at multiple epochs in order to mea-
sure the visible orbit of the systems. This will lead to con-
straints on the inclinations of the system and the orbit. Con-
temporaneous to this, we need to re-determine the double-
lined spectroscopic orbits of these systems as both orbits are
poorly constrained for the O star components. The O star
in the WR 138 system is extremely difficult to measure due
to its large value for v sini, so high resolution spectroscopy
with high S/N is needed. The resolution and interferometric

followup of WR 137 and WR 138 will double the number of
the masses measured for Wolf Rayet stars in longer period
orbits, with WR 138 being the first WN star with a visual
orbit. Future interferometry of WR 137 would benefit from
measurements made in both the H− and K−band near in
time so that the the binary parameters can first be resolved
in the H−band. These derived parameters can then be used
to pinpoint the exact place where the dust formation hap-
pens in the close environs of the system. Such observations
can be used to further understand the K-band HST imaging
of the system that was reported by Marchenko et al. (1999).
WR 137 provides an exciting example of a WC+O system
where we can determine empirically the location of the dust
formation through long-baseline infrared interferometry and
then compare the close environs of the system’s dust produc-
tion to the larger scale imaging reported by Marchenko et
al. (1999).
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